
Easy Flex ®

Intermediate Design

The coolness and comfort of cotton - but with far superior grip.
Much better resistance to snags, puncture and abrasion.
Nitrile coating repels oil and grease.
Lasts five times longer than an ordinary cotton glove.

Recommended Usage
• Automotive industry: 

transmission, motor assembly, 
packaging, inspection

• Appliance manufacture
• Component assembly
• Packaging
• Textile manufacture: threads, 

fabrics, mattresses
• Shipping and receiving
• Warehousing

Extremely light and 
flexible glove.
Can be worn for longer without 
tiring.

Light weight coating of 
nitrile.
Thin enough to remain fully 
flexible but thick enough to 
resist minor snags, puncture, cut 
and abrasion.

Nitrile has superior 
dry grip to cotton.
Makes it easier and safer to 
handle smooth objects like boxes 
or appliances.

Nitrile repels oil and 
grease.
Oil grip is comparable with 
conventional cotton- but prevents 
oil seeping through the glove 
and coming into contact with the 
skin. Once a cotton glove is 
impregnated with oil, it has to 
be thrown away. Easy Flex 
remains in service.

Coating only on fingers 
and palm.
Protects the working area, but 
leaves the back of the hand free 
to breathe.

Only soft interlock 
breathable cotton 
comes into contact 
with the hand.
Outstanding comfort.

Made on ergonomically 
designed curved 
forms.
Moulds to the shape of the hand 
for a relaxed and comfortable fit.

Packaging
12 pairs per polybag, 12 polybags 
per carton.

Specifications
Ref Type Style EN Size Length
47-200 Palm coated Knitwrist 6.5, 7, 8, 8.5, 9, 10 270 mm
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